
Creative Time Theme Pirates - Week 4 (27/04/20) & Week 5 (4/05/20)          

Science 
                                Seasons  
                             Watch the video on 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zkvv4wx/articles/zcx3gk7 What are the 4 
seasons? Which season are we in at the moment? What are the signs of this season? 
Talk about the things we might see and what the weather is like.  
Have a go at one of the activities on  
http://www.sheppardsoftware.com/scienceforkids/seasons/seasons.html 

Design Technology 
 

Moving Pictures – Wheels 
This week we are continuing to build on our learning about mechanisms to make moving pictures. 

We are going to make a wheel mechanism this week. 
 

Follow the DT Moving Pictures Wheels Powerpoint to learn how to make a moving pirate picture. 

Computing  History Geography 
Programming with Scratch Jr App 

Time to Move 
You will need to download the free Scratch Jr app if you haven’t 

already. 
This week we are going to learn how to make a car move, change its 

speed and how to use a repeat command. 
 
 
 

Follow the Computing Time to Move Instructions to make your own 
moving cars. 

Let’s talk like a pirate 
Watch the video of Talk like a Pirate. 
Talk like a Pirate 
Practise your best pirate phrases. Can 
you come up with some pirate phrases 
for your family for example 
What is for tea? 
Who has got the remote control? 
Please can I have a snack? 

This week we are going to find all about England. 
Start by finding Fremington on your map. We live in England; can you 
find the capital of England? Mark it on your Map from last week.  
Watch the video CBBC London or London Lonely Planet, William 
Whiskers visits London 
Make a postcard of the Capital of England. On the front draw at least 
three different things that you might find in the capital. On the back 
imagine you had been to London and write a postcard to your teacher 
telling them what you have been up to. 
 

Music Arts and Crafts Outdoor Learning 
Sing the song ‘A sailor went to 
sea sea sea’  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=28uNq8XQPK8  See if you can 
do the actions as well for each 
verse.  
Then watch this video of the 
song.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=OV_NATnXNDk They have 
used different instruments for 
each verse. Have a go at joining 
in with the song with your own 
instruments (you can use things 
from around the house like a 
saucepan lid to tap or an empty 
bottle with some rice in for a 
shaker) 

Draw 
yourself 
as a 
pirate. 

Remember last term you 
learnt how to draw a self 
portrait. This time we are 
going to put it to good use 
as you draw or paint 
yourself as a pirate. Let us 
see you Sea Dog Villians!  

Ant Eye Map 
Imagine you are an ant, if you were walking about outside what would the word look like? Think about the detail that 
they see, the panoramic views, the paths, climbs and tunnels that they may be travelling through. Use string or wool to 
mark out an ant route in your garden and label. 
 
 Equipment 
 String, or wool a few metres long, Masking tape and a pen to create small flags for landmarks,  A varied natural 
landscape such as beneath a hedgerow or a patch of longer grass, A camera or tablet and mirrors/magnifying glasses 
(optional) 
Activity 
1. Take a length of string. 
2. Lay the string out across a small stretch of varied ground for example 
under a hedge up a bank of grass. 
3. Get down low to the ground and examine the ‘route’ that the string takes 
from an ant’s point of view. 
4. Interesting points can be marked with short twigs and masking tape 
labels.  
5. Mirrors or magnifying glasses can give a different perspective and cameras 
or tablets used to take macro-pictures. 
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